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Dummy needs help
Posted by henri.helminen - 2011/11/18 21:29
_____________________________________

Hi, 

I think I've watched all the videos and read all the pdf's, and I installed JMS to a fresh Joomla
1.5.(latest), and tried to make a slave site (dns redirect working), but I didn't get it to work. 

I've been watching the videos and reading forum posts and watching youtube videos for the past week,
and I'm sure I've simply just missed something obvious. 

I installed a fresh joomla, then removed the installation directory as the joomla install tells me to. Then I
installed JMS. Then I tried to create a new slave site as per the instructions in the video. 

In the video, after you create that first slave site, there's that installation page that pops up, from joomla. I
don't get that, perhaps because I deleted the installation directory like the joomla installation tells me to. 

Should I leave that? 

I'm not that good at these things, I think I've missed something really obvious here, I'm sorry for posting
such a stupid question, but any help you can give me is appreciated, even if you have suggestions as to
what I should watch or read, even though I've tried to go through all of the material. 

Thanks in advance. 

- H

============================================================================

Re: Dummy needs help
Posted by edwin2win - 2011/11/20 10:46
_____________________________________

If you are using a cPanel, perhaps you watched the tutorial video CP-04 that show this case with a
subdomain. 

Perhaps you could try the following procedure. 
If you are using cPanel, start to create the Addon Domain or subdomain that will correspond to your JMS
slave site and mainly assign a "document root". 

Once you have this domain or subdomain defined, with FTP, put the "hello.php" into the directory that
you have assigned to the domain or subdomain. 

Once you have the "hello.php" working then you should have displayed the full path that you will have to
use in JMS when deploying the slave site. 

When "hello.php" is OK, you can define your slave site in JMS and put the domain with the value that
you have assigned in your cPanel and the "deploy folder" with the value displayed by "hello.php".
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